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Kenyon bids farewell to Dean Steele
BY KEVIN
FiliturbiC-

GlCKES

hnf

Cheryl Steele acting dean of
students has announced that she will
he leaving Kenyon College to become
the dean of co- curricular lite and vice
president tor student affairs at Sweet
Briar College in Sweet Briar Va The
liberal arts institution ot 750 women
contacted Steele in January about

position opening in their senior
staff similar to that of the dean of
students at Kenyon College About
her interview she said When I had
a

the interview there it was how I felt
when I had the interview at Kenyon
I immediately felt comfortable at
home and with people with whom I
could work
Steele is excited for this new opportunity I worked at a womens college Mary Baldwin College before

Kenyon and the ideaot returning to a
womens college is a iiood feclinti she
said Sweet Briar is similar to Kenyon
as are many liberal arts residential
colleges They have a rich history and

tradition
She has served Kenyon College
tor 20 years fostering lifetime relationships with faculty and students The
most important thing throughout my
time here has been my relationship to
the students she said That is especially true in student life programs and
service opportunities are important
but the relations the ones that I have
now and with the alumni are what
it is all about Continuing she said
After I leave here I hope to stay in
touch with them all I mean even
the first- year students I will miss not
finishing out with them because part
of the joy of this position is to watch
them develop over the four years

and then later
Administrative Assistant to the
Associate Dean Students Susan Delozier has seen firsthand the strength
of these relationships There has been
a steady stream of students and alumni
that call write and e- mail her she said
When the alumni are in town they
try and get together with her for coffee
to catch up She is a real force for the
students on campus and a friend of the
alumni after they have gone
Director of Students Tacci Smith
also acknowledged Steeles relationships with previous students A ton
of alumni come back specifically to
see her I hope to have that when Ive
been at some place for 10 or 20 years
she said
Friends and administrators also
appreciate Steeles presence and recognize her commitment to the students
Dean Cheryl Steele has made an

Gazebo Basketball

enormous contribution to Kenyon
and there is no doubt wc will miss her
said Provost Creg Spaid I think particularly of her great fondness for Ke-

of several awards the Senior Cup
Administrator of the Year and the
Greenslade Alumni Award for

nyon students and their fondness for
her She is an advocate for students in
the very best way always looking for
what is in their long- term interest
Steele has also made dramatic
changes to the social aspects of stu-

Kenyon has forever changed
Steele as even her friends and relatives have noticed When I came
here as assistant dean of students I
was a neophyte I had 3 years of experience A friend of mine recently
said that this place was transformational for me she said I feel they
were right I grew up here personally
and professionally
Steele leaves the student body
with a heavy heart She would like
to thank the students for being part
of her life and for letting her be part
of theirs she said Ive learned from
you over the course of my time here
and I hope that it was reciprocal
This is a great class to be graduating with Steele concluded

dent life at Kenyon Among her
many achievements are the creation
for Women
the Horn Gallery and the Black Box
Theater all student- run locations

of the Crozier Center

Steele has filled many other
roles Currently she is the acting
dean of students a step up from her
position in the fall associate dean
of students Delozier is amazed by
her ability to perform both of these
positions in tandem an amazing
task In 2003 Steele was the recipient

KAC

grand opening

BY ALLISON BURKET

Staff Reporter

Starting this Thursday

Ken-

yon will be celebrating the grand
opening and dedication of its new

athletic facility the Kenyon Athletic Center KAC Hundreds of
alumni parents and donors will be
joining students faculty coaches
and the Gambier community for a
conglomeration
of athletic events
o
and presentations in honor of the
new building
This is an event that I think
will showcase the really remarkable
fact that this building has so much

if

V

ii

to offer everyone said Sarah Kahrl
vice president for College relations
We have planned events relevant
to everyone in the Kenyon community and there is just an incredible

amount of enthusiasm for these
events
The best thing about the dediis it really captures what this
building is all about said Director
cation
Courtesy of Sascha Lodge

of Public Affairs Shawn Presley

Mark Mucnchau 08 shoots a three pointer against the faculty defense during the Archons Gazebo Center Fundraiser

The lectures the athletics these
are not just for varsity athletes but

Laptop proposal discussed in forum
BY TEDDY EISMEIER

Staff Reporter
Amidst the major changes to the
campus currently under consideration
by the College is a new proposal that
if adopted will influence student life
at Kenyon Following their meeting in
April of 2005 the Board of Trustees
asked Kenyons Library and Information Services LBIS to come up with a
proposal for a new laptop policy tor the
College In its current state the proposal
calls for each student to be issued a new
Apple laptop as a first- year and again as
a rising junior The new policy would

apply to all Kenyon students and would
give them access to computers for both
academic work and personal interests
The calls for a College laptop
pol icy arose out of a growing number of
concerns about the future of computing
and information technology at Kenyon
According to the Student Laptop Program Proposal on die LBIS website die
College currently maintains over 500
computers on campus
Under the existing computer lab
system many students already rely on
College- owned computers especially
for academic work This system has
proved problematic because the labs

become overcrowded during busy
times during the semester like finals
week The laptop proposal claims that
many students use very old computers
that limit their productivity If die new
laptop program is adopted Kenyon
students will have access to new and reliable laptops with updated programs for
academic work and personal activities
throughout their time at Kenyon
The proposal has been under evaluation by the Curricular Policy Committee Professor of Chem istry John Lutton
chairs this committee and offered his
thoughts on the new policy

When

I

see Laptops page 2

service

everyone
The three days comprise various lectures dedication ceremonies
films and athletic events The official
dedication of the building will take

place Friday evening featuring
prominent alumni and members of
the Kenyon administration varsity
athletic teams and Ashley Rowatt
03 NCAA Athlete of the Year
We would love to have the entire Kenyon Community join us for
the official dedication said Kahrl
Its including so much of the campus jazz bands speakers athletic
teams Weve invited back all the
hall of fame athletes weve invited
Ashley Rowatt who was also here

when the first shovel was turned Its
exciting to have her come back and to
show her how far weve come
Kahrl also hopes to see students

faculty and community members
attending many of the other events
as well including Thursdays panel
of experts on the dimensions of human performance during Common
Hour the dedication of the pool
on Saturday afternoon and keynote
speaker Kenneth H Cooper
Kenneth Cooper really could
be credited with founding the aerobics movement 20 years ago explained Kahrl which she believes
ties in well with the theme of the
building Its this idea that fitness
should be part of everyday life
Although the grand opening
is this weekend the KAC has been
open and in use by members of the
Kenyon community since January
It was a combination of making sure
the building was finished and ready
to be presented and also wanting to
open it for use as soon as possible
explained Event Planner Jessica
Morris
The main reason this weekend
was selected however was to correspond with the spring Board of

Trustees meeting

Kenyon has

see Opening page 2
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Center dedication
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1

historically dedicated its buildings
when its Board of Trustees is in
town explained Kahrl Its a way
to honor them
Honoring and thanking the
alumni parents and other donors
who made the building possible is
another major focus of this weekend A lot of parents and alumni
contributed a lot and we really
want to thank them said Kahrl
explaining how many who have
contributed will have the opportunity to see the building for the
first time or to see the dedication
of spaces named after them
I think the number of alumni
coming back is remarkable said
Presley Almost 400 alumni are
returning for the weekend and
nearly 500 alumni parents and
distinguished guests are registered
for the celebration dinner Many
alumni are participating in team
reunions and alumni meets
We want to highlight and
highly encourage students to come
out and see the alumni meet said
Kahrl adding that it would be
fun to have students cheering on
alumni
Morris also encouraged attendance for the dedication of the
pool occurring before the meet
Saturday afternoon This even
highlights the history and glory
of swimming at Kenyon and is
an opportunity to thank alumni
who stepped up particularly for
swimming
I hope the students are excited
and are going to come out and really help celebrate together added
Morris It really makes a difference
to those who made it possible to see
the students enjoying it
It should be fun and excitsaid
Dustin Schneider 09
ing
a Kenyon swimmer who will also
be life- guarding the alumni swim
meet We are really excited to
show people the pool Its really
nice to have all these come people
come back and to show them the
improvement over Ernst
Overall Morris said the process of planning and putting together the weekends events has
been a success We hope that we
have made this weekends events
interesting and attractive enough
for the students to come down and
the greatest number of students
could attend
However the scheduling was
ideal
for some students A lot
not
of the panels are from 4- 6 pm
which is when all the varsity athletics have their practices explained
womens lacrosse player Jess Little
07 Theyve gone and done their
best to get the campus aware of the
events and its a shame we have
to miss a lot of them because of
practices
Little also mentioned the initial exclusion of womens lacrosse
from all the event listings and the

dedication ceremony although the
problem was fixed after the team
pointed it out
So Ive kind of got this chip on
my shoulder Little said in regards
to the dedication But other than
that theyve done a really good job
of bringing in all types of students for
this dedication
One event for which Little said
there is significant student interest
is the presentation on the design
and construction of the facility by
architect Graham Gund 63 A lot
of students are interested in finding
out exactly who he is what he is all
about what his relation to the campus is she explained Hes this really
prominent figure on campus and I
hope he can portray to the students
really who he is
Another highlight for which
Kahrl Morris and Presley expressed
a lot of excitement is the Protein
Synthesis Dance There is a lot of
student participation in this and a
lot of excitement said Morris We
hope that a lot of students come see
this because it is really a monumental
event
The dance is a collaboration
between the departments biology
and dance in which 100 costumed
students and Trustee Harvey Lodish
62 who will be narrating illustrate
the biological process of protein
synthesis re- creating the original
dance done at Stanford University
in the 70s
You have everything all kind of
wrapped up into one said Presley
Its about things coming together
biology and dance coming together
just like we are having parents alumni

and students coming together for
these events
For me this weekend
using the spaces he added

about
not just

is

about the ceremony
Overall the hope is that this
weekends events will capture what
the athletic facility means to the
school and the community and give
those who have not yet seen it an
opportunity to do so
I think this building helps
Kenyon be even more Kenyon said
Kahrl All parts of the Kenyon community can come together no matter
their athletic ability This is our ap-

proach with the dedication to open
our doors for everyone
This weekend will hopefully
give more students and the community as a whole the opportunity
to sec the athletic department as a
whole and all that this building has to
offer said Morris And to students
who havent been down come
check it out
The KAC really legitimizes
sports on campus said Little Its
really a place to bring together all the
athletes a place where we can come
together as athletes of Kenyon not
just athletes of lacrosse or athletes of
field hockey
Its about bringing the
community of an athletic ceremony
back to the community of Kenyon
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Laptops discussions of technology plan
CONTINUED from page I
first got to Kenyon 25 years ago he said
the Colleges computing facilities consisted of one terminal in the basement of
the chem istry department
In the last 20 years the College
has expanded its computing systems to
a campus- wide wireless network with
extensive computer labs Just as adding
desktop computer labs was a major
change at the time Lutton views the
switch to a student laptop program
as another watershed point Mobile
computing is the wave of the future said

Lutton Kenyons new wireless facilities
foster laptop use and many students
already own laptops
The Curricular Policy Committee
is hosting a series of public forums on
the issue the first of which was held
on April 18 Various members of the
LBIS staff and the Curricular Policy

Committee attended the forum as
well as interested students and faculty

Director of Information Systems Ron
Griggs led a presentation that explained
die basics of the proposal Griggs also
discussed some of the arguments sup

porting the proposal With the current
desktop computer labs students have
to compete for machines to use as well
as space remarked Griggs A student
laptop program would alleviate the
crowding problem and prevent the
problem of a Kenyon cubicle farm
Following Griggs introduction LBIS Vice President Dan Temple
led a discussion of the budget for the
laptop proposal and addressed some
of the financial issues involved The
estimated cost of the proposal is 11
million dollars which would be covered
by a student fee an increase in tuition
endowment or a combination of the
three One estimate for a student fee
for a College- owned laptop was 700
which would possibly be a leasetoo- wn
fee meaning the student could keep the
computer after graduating
Faculty staff and students alike
voiced their concerns about the proposal ranging from issues of personalization and appropriate use to qualms
about cost When asked about the
issue of theft and the likelihood of
external damage to College laptops

Griggs responded If a student needs a
laptop repaired or if a student s laptop
is stolen we will likely have a pool of
spare laptops for use while we deal with
the problem

One overriding concern that
will likely affect the future of the
proposal is the issue of how it will affect the campus architecturally With
fewer desktops and higher laptop use
there will be a need to redesign study
spaces This issue of student space usage
will be discussed at another upcoming
forum concerning the laptop proposal

on April 27
Although the laptop proposal
seems to be tailored to student concerns the majority of students at
the first public forum seemed to be
skeptical of the proposal and expressed
their doubts about a student laptop
program As the policy- makingprocess
continues students will have the opportunity to discuss the issue and raise their
concerns about the proposal
For more information about the
Student Laptop Proposal visit the
LBIS website at lbiskenyonedu

Reed Browning announces final revue
BY ELIZABETH DEXHEIMER
StiffRcporter

April 12 2006 marked the grand
finale of one of the Kenyon history
departments most delightful traditions
Professor of History Reed Brownings
musical revue of Gilbert and Sullivan
which he did each year in conjunction
with his British History class
The tradition started 36 years ago
when Browning organized the spectacle
as a way to provide a change of pace to
classroom teaching In addition to incorporatinghis love of music into his lectures
Browning said that the quirky music of
Gilbert and Sullivan was another way
in which students could learn about Victorian society Gilbert and Sullivan really

piked

flin at British society Aldiough
Browning highlighted the revues educational purpose he also described it as a
whole lot of fitn We really enjoy putting
on die show
Over the years the event has attracted a cast of loyal Gilbert and Sullivan fans The list of diis years musical
professors included Professor of Classics

Apr 15 102am
Apr 15 120am
Apr 15 442am
Apr 15 1004am
Apr 15 922pm
Apr 15 1 157pm
Apr 16 117am
Apr 16 34 lam
clean up
Apr 16

349a

m

Robert Bennett Harry M Clor Professor of Political Science Fred Baumann
Adjunct Professor of Voice Nancy
Jantsch Associate Professor of Drama
Jon Tazewell Associate Professor of
Ph- sics Paula Turner Professor ofMathematics Carol Schumacher Professor
of Physics Ben Schumacher Assistant
Professor of History Stephen Volz As-

of English Jesse Matz
and Associate Professor of Classics
Carolin Hahnemann Together these
professors put on a show that featured
works from seven different Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas Highlights from the
performance included Jantschs rendition
of Poor Wandering One from Pinites
of Penzance and a Faint Heart Neer
Won Fair Lady from hlvithe sung by
Bennett Schumacher and Tazewell All
die music was accompanied by Brownsociate Professor

ing on piano
As always die audience was enter-

tained by the show I really enjoyed it
British history smdent Joseph Harrison
08 said It was incredibly funny and I reallv appreciated such a refreshingchange
of pace I was able to learn through a very

interesting unusual medium
Browning will continue to teach
courses through the first semester of
next year but he will not offer his British
history class again Although Browning
is sad to see this tradition end he states
it is time
Bennett says that his eight years of
working with Browning It has been a
lot of fun I am very grateful to Professor
Browning In recent years as the College
has become more departmentalized
this has been a nice way for us to cross
boundaries and work with a variety of
people
As of now there is no professor
scheduled to take over Brownings British
history class For Bennett the ending of
this tradition and Brownings retirement
has served as a wake- up call This has reminded me that lite Ls constandy changing Colleges are constandy changing
People come and go all the time
Browning plans on moving to
Granville Ohio once he retires His
musical talents combined with his endiusiasm for British history will be sorely
missed here at Kenvon

April 12- April 19 2006
Drug paraphernalia found outside Watson Hall
Unregistered gathering at Weaver Cottage
Fireworks at Duff Street Apartments
Medical call regarding student with injured knee Student transported to Health Center
Discharged Fire extinguisher at Hanna Hall
Vandalismbroken glass in stairwell at Manning Hall
Underage possession of alcohol at Old Kenyon
Discharged chemical fire extinguisher at Leonard Hall Maintenance will be notified for
Suspicious person walking into room at Mather Residence

Student advised to keep room

door locked
Apr 16
Apr 16
Apr 16
vehicle
Apr

124pm
328pm
558pm

16702am

AprT7 159am
Apr 17 147pm
Apr 17758pm
Apr 18 543pm

Apr

19

348am

Reported theft of money from room at McBride Residence
Vandalismbanister ripped oft at Acland Apartments
Suspicious vehicleperson on campus License number obtained and officers will watch tor
Vandalismwindow broken at Bushnell Hall Maintenance notified
Fire alarm at New Apartmentssmoke detector caused by burnt popcorn
Student vehicle struck by Maintenance vehicle at Watson Hall lot
Theft of money from lockers at KAC
Medical call regarding ill student at KAC
Fire alarm at Gund Hallpull station pulled No smoke or fire found and alarm was reset

Fundraising with the Archons
BY MADD1E

SMITH

Staff Writer
I

had been postponing this

task for two weeks My friend Alex
and I had pushed it from Sunday to
Monday to Tuesday to the next Sunday and now Monday again At this
point we figured we couldnt afford
to push it back any more I mean who
knew how long it was going to take
Solicitation is not exactly the easiest
or most enjoyable job
The two of us had agreed to be
the solicitation chairs for the upcoming Archon Faculty Basketball game
and Date Auction mostly because
we had wanted to be more involved

and most of the other positions were
already full and now I know why
Our mission to get as many gift
certificates from local restaurants and
stores as possible for dates and the
raffle Our strategy procrastination
not very effective I dont suggest it
So the time had come to actually get
started on the job and figure out
a new strategy Little did we realize
how much fun the job could actually
be as well as how much we could
learn from it

Solicitation is actually one of
the best ways to learn about a restaurant before you spend money there

Where are they now

Ministry group on campus has
been very active this year We
not only meet every Tuesday
for a dinner and speaker but
also meet every Thursday for
poker nights or Middle Ground
discussion groups club leader
Stefanie Wilson 08 said When
asked w- hat one or two events

Canterbury

is

most proud of

this year Wilson remarked We
have worked with Head Start to
plan arts and crafts for two of
onsored
their family nights and
a holiday party to collect
canned food We also participated for the second year in a
row in the Ohio Buddy Walk
supporting those diagnosed with
Downs Syndrome
Kenyon Poets Society a
small group of students who
share and critique their own
cosp-

You go in talk to the waiters and
waitresses talk to the manager look
around maybe even get some free
stuff in the process Its probably the
best way to feel out the atmosphere of
a place We got a feel for how nice the
restaurant is how good the service
would be how popular the place is
and even how well it is doing If they
require paperwork and then still look
strained when giving you a measly
10 gift certificate theyre either miserly people or the business isnt doing so well At some places waitresses
would smile and talk to us while we
waited for the manager The manager
would come in smilingand graciously
hand us two gift certificates At others
the host would look annoyed at our
presence and only sometimes actually
go get the manager Its amazing we
learned how important service with

interested in what we planned on
doing with the donations as if they
actually wanted to be a part of the
process more than just handing out
money they cared about the results
We also generally spent a lot more
time at the local restaurants than the
chains not because they were slowmoving but because the staff was
so talkative While the forms were
being filled out the owners or managers stopped sporadically to chat
to ask us questions about college or
the service or to try and entice us to
stay and have a bite to eat At Susis
Sweet and Spicy probably one of my
favorite places in Mount Vernon we
stayed for about an hour talking to
the owners who are probably some
of the friendliest people Ive ever met
and eating heavenly chocolate cake
before walking next door to check

really is I think Id rather eat
at a place with mediocre food and
friendly service than good food and
stony service
We also learned the difference
between chain restaurants and local
restaurants While for the most part
the chains were much more willing
to give gift certificates the local restaurants had a much more friendly

out the puppy shop hey

atmosphere The staff smiled and
was accommodating and was really

more satisfying than

a smile

a girl can
dream
So my advice Next time you
need some time off campus dont
plan it Drive into the Vern park
on the circle and explore Talk to

the locals

fellow customers or

store owners Peek in all the different restaurants Window shop Play
with some puppies It just might be
a

quesadilla

from Fiesta

Canterbury Kenyan Poets Society BYOB and Activists
United stay active on campus

Canterbury the Episcopal

poetry

FEATURES
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in

the Peirce Lounge on
led by sophomore Jon

Sundays
Porobil who is currently studying
abroad Freshman Ann Pedtke
interim President for KPS commented on the clubs mission
Poetry is meant to be
saying
shared and KPS provides a great
opportunity to gain some feedback
from fellow students without the
counterproductive atmosphere of
either a mutual admiration society
or trial by red pen
BYOB Bring Your Own
Book was founded by first- year
Will Wong early in this past fall
and meets weekly in the lounge
is

of Gund Dormitory About

15

members are present each week
and Professor of English Jesse
Matz the clubs faculty advisor
also attends the meetings So far
the club has covered Everything is
Illuminated by Jonathan Safran

U

U

Foer Wit by Margaret Edson
The Color Purple by Alice Walker White Teeth by Zadie Smith
and Interpreter of Maladies by
Jhumpa Lahiri
This year Activists United
has been focused on very local
projects Specifically they have
generated a system of yellow
community bikes Sophomore
Brian Davis said We promote
bike use so that fewer students
will use cars We want to create
more of a walking campus The
bikes are donated by students
and faculty and can be found
around campus students can
pick up yellow bikes where they
find them and drop them off
when theyre done The clubs
only request is that the bikes are
kept on the hill and not for
example brought down to the
KAC and left there
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Sex

am American woman Hear my call
BY KATHRYN CHIASSON
Senior Opinions Editor

If we were lucky we all grew up thinking we could do anything in
the world Regardless of our individual intelligence background or any
ther mitigating factor we learned in those elementary school classrooms
that the Native Americans and pilgrims had a peaceful first Thanksgiving
f friendship and that Martin Luther Kings I Have A Dream speech
took racism out of the American cultural landscape As we grew up we
realized those things are simply not true We live in an imperfect world
nd its hard to admit it sometimes but it is the way things are
At least in my elementary school career the lessons focusing on the
civil rights movement focused exclusively on the fight for race equality
My education completely ignored the feminist movement until halfway
through junior high There was not even an attempt made to teach us
hat the genders are equal
For some reason I lived the first 8 years of my life relatively unaware
hat my gender might affect my life in the future I figured I might have
children I might not but I would have an absolutely amazing career
What that career would be did not matter but I would be successful
at it The only thing that held me back was my own initiative Though
t occasionally occurred to me that I might be held back based on my
background or general attractiveness I never realized that my gender
might hold me back
And then I came to college I don t really know what made me sud
denly feel that my gender might affect my future Part of it is because all
of high school was about getting into that ideal college and I had plenty
of role models who had done that successfully Now that I look to my
future I have significantly fewer female role models who have done the
real world thing to achieve my standards for success and I have begun to
question if it is possible When I express angst over my future as we all
do at some point I almost invariably receive a response to the effect of
Marry a man who will be successful then you dont have to worry about
our future The fact that this is an acceptable answer to a 20y- earold
who has done relatively well for herself in terms of getting into a good
college and staving out of trouble is asrounding to fne
We all can think of the idealized perfect woman in various modern
TV shows the woman who has a stellar career and stillmanages to be
home to cook three course meals for her perfect children and gorgeous
husband The most important question Does she actually exist Prob
onr m hi hr so hadlvJ I want to fit into that mold of
kl IIWl Rr
uul
perfection that I have been taught to believe exists
Why am I writing this Sex and the Country is about something
much more intensive than awkward hookups on some Saturday night
our ingrained sender roles that make our lives work the way they do
When we talk about romantic relationships it does them a disservice
mncutral
gender divisions in the workplace W
to ignore the
now and thats all fine and good but
classroom
the
be
in
all
equal
may
what about after we graduate Or more importantly five years arter w
graduate We all make these broad plans that involve somehow taJvin
of
over the world by the time we turn 40 but what chance do we have
there
doing that with the current divisions out
Some out there might say I am blaming any problems that might
1
happen to me on the path of life on outside factors and should take
right
Im doing
probably
they
honestly
are
life
And
rnnrrol of mv
myself
give
classroom
u t
and
to
the
Ar
of
t
our
niAf
rr
w
ItlJL x uvj iiij
WltdL
evaluate
preparation for life but I think we all male or female need to
who we
of
Regardless
ourselves
for
have
designed
life
we
perfect
that
that
are we wont be able to have it all And unfortunately the odds are
the
side
gender
of
we will end up fitting into nice litde places on either
1
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Housing
Taliil

iseR- iCFac

Take a

liU

number
Tonight all but the
will know where theyll live next
semester After weeks oflotteries most students have picked
out their future homes But
some lucky ones knew before
merhoused

tobesum-

the lotteries began How
Special- interest housing

The Kenyon

Collegian

t3
QJ

Some housing designations make sense If someone
u

lir

well be out of a desire to avoid

Design Editor

smoke as much as possible
However nice they may be
smokers
a pair of packadmight not be the best neighbors Its only
fair diat sororities get their own space
Sav what you will about Greeks if Phi
Kapps and Betas can have their Leonard
rooms Zetas and NIA can have their
Aclands Furthermore an apartment

Gilad Barlev

undoubtedly suits an organization

Layout Staff

space We at the Collegian are kicking

C3

ief
Kevin Guckes
Ted Hornick

EditorsinCb-

ay

Managing Editor
Michael Vandenburg

needingaconstandy accessible common

Brendan Mysliwiec

ourselves tor not trying for that in fact
Some designations however defy
reason The BFC recently released
budget allocations for 59 groups and we
wonder whether there could have been

Arianna Herman

Neivs Editor
Dayne Baughman

Features Editors
Kirsten ReacH
Maia Raber

59 special- interest designations if 59
groups had applied Presumably every
one of these groups does something
even just a monthly meeting But there
are plenty of places to meet besides the

Charlie Kelleher

groups common room
If someone were to say start a sort
onth
club Kenyon
of
offers a good number of spaces Small
discussions could brew over cups of
coffee at Middle Ground Haves 109
is a handily cozy room for a larger
group with a moderator Half the year
outside spaces from Ransom lawn to
the cemetery will fit any topic Compared to these an apartment seems

Photography Editor

downright depressing unless perhaps
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The appropriateness of the space
for the group should also be considered
Take for example the hypothetical wellness dweller above Whatever unwell
thing the conscientious resident hopes
to avoid its probably safer to live in
a north dorm than in the closest oncampus apartments to where the party is
always happening Yes both are available
as wellness
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spaces seniors strive for to organizations
in their first years
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LBIS discusses laptop proposal
BY LIZ LOPATTO
Guest Columnist

Few things get the rumor mill
going as much as possible change
and rumors about a laptop program
at Kenyon have been very much in
the air lately Kenyon is considering a Student Laptop Proposal in
which incoming students would be
issued a laptop as entering freshmen
receive a replacement in the begin
ning of junior year and have the
opportunity to take the two- year
old laptops with them upon gradua
tion for no additional cost or a very
small lease buyout fee according
to the Student Laptop Proposal for
Kenyon College Dan Temple the
Vice President of LBIS is sick of
the rumors One thing I would do
differently it we were just now introducing this idea is that I would call it

either the Student Academic Computing Initiative or the Curricular
Computing Initiative instead of
the Student Laptop Program
Temple says I think either of these
two titles better describes the main
thrust of the idea and avoids what
has become a controversial and
distracting notion namely that this
is a replacement for student- owned
computers as they are used for noncurricular purposes
In a series of forums that began
last Tuesday Temple and other
faculty staff and students hope to
correct some of the misconceptions
that are currently flying around campus What they hope to make clear
is the point of the proposal replacing the computer labs Computer
classrooms and labs are in very high
demand now both tor classes and
for study space says Professor of
We
Physics Benjamin Schumacher
are nearing some practical limits on
the number of rooms full of fixed
computers that we can have especially since those rooms are not
as attractive or convenient for other
non-

computer uses Under the

laptop proposal any classroom or
public space can be used in this way
as needed
There are two more forums
scheduled to discuss the proposal
On April 25 at noon in Lower
Dempsey a panel of students will
host an informal discussion about
Kenyon study culture and how
laptops may affect it The third
forum April 27 is aimed primarily
at faculty Its location will be an-

nounced
The forums have been created
to alleviate the anxiety that many
I think
feel regarding the proposal
the biggest problem has been the
lack of information perceived or

otherwise

about the actual laptop

of

Temple admits that the laptop
proposal if implemented will cost

Anthropology Kimmaric Murphy
Some information appears to have
been circulating but not enough to
ease most peoples apprehension

labs after all instead of 500 student
computers LBIS will be responsible
for 1600 and laptops generally

proposal

says Assistant Professor

Mike Frick 08 voiced similar

think that people are
concerns
lack of transparency
the
reacting to
that has defined the process so far
Hopefully the community forums
will provide students and faculty
with more information but the fact
that the proposal has come so far
without any public forums or widespread polling of students is indicarive of the lack of communication
that has defined this process
Thebigthingthathasbeen misI

more than the current computer

are more expensive than the desktops available in the labs That this
will cost more is inevitable Temple
because nothing comes free
says
and students are using computing
in the curriculum at unprecedented
levels that continue to rise and that
will keep on rising

It is precisely the unprecedented levels of computer use in
the academic environment that
Freeman- Slade is concerned about
Teachers would be implicitly pres-

is

sured to use computers in their

the students ownership of the
computer says Jessica FreemanSlade 06 the Student Council Vice
President tor Academic Affairs In
fact you would not own your computer at all but instead would only
be leasing it from the college during

classrooms even in discussion- based
classes where computers would be

understood about laptop proposals

your time here

Although most liberal arts
colleges of Kenyons size and caliber
dont have laptops Schumacher sees
them as the wave of the future To
put it bluntly I think the folks at
LBIS are unusually intelligent and
far- seeing
Temple agrees Some
colleges we know of also want to
do this but they have not been able
to overcome natural resistances to
change
Not everyone is on board Freemahas written a position
nSlade
she
that
presented to members
paper
of the administration as well as the

laptop committee

The benefits

of the proposal

are superficially
strong Freeman- Slade says If the
program worked we would see universal computer access regardless of
economic status as well as the end

of the proliferation of computer
viruses and cookies However she
continues The drawbacks are far
greater than the benefits We would
be spending more than 1 million a
year on a program that still fails to
address our fundamentally flawed

technological infrastructure The
fact that we want to spend money
on laptops when we dont even have
a consistent wireless network or a
Helpline that actually meets people s
needs is totally ridiculous There
are many better ways to spend our
money
The biggest question for me
is the cost says Tami Kneese 06

Where

severely detrimental to note- taking
and classroom dynamic So except
for the natural sciences every discipline could potentially suffer losing
the liberal arts perspective that most
of us game to Kenyon for This concern is echoed by Frick Im worried
that this proposal will increase the

unnecessary use of technology in
the classroom Sometimes a lecture
or topic can really be enhanced with
computing but overall I think the

best lectures are based on verbal
communication and enhanced only
by chalk I would hate to see Kenyon
move away from its tried and true
teaching methods
There is an almost comical
mutual fear between faculty and students says Schumacher
Students
are afraid that faculty members will
embrace some technological chimera instead of good teaching Faculty
are afraid that students will insist
on having laptops in every situation
Personally I dont understand why
everyone is assuming that someone
else wants to screw up what happens
in the Kenyon classroom

The most important thing
everyone agrees is for as many
people to come to these forums as
possible The laptop program if
implemented will certainly change
Whether that change is
Kenyon
good or bad Murphy says depends
on well- informed decisions that
take into account multiple perceptions and opinions about a laptop
proposal Frick agrees This is a
high stakes proposal for students
he continues Computers have become much more than an academic
tool

Kenyon students use them tor

is this money coming
from Are we going to raise tuition
again Will we cut othet programs
Will we buy fewer books tor the

entertainment and other purposes
Thus any plan to radically alter student computing on campus should
hold great concern for the students

library

involved
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April showers bring May terrors
BY PAUL NARULA

Humor Colimnit
There is somethine significantly
wrongif my apartment can shake literally quiver widioutdicrcbcinganvsign
of tectonic activity Nor are my upstairs
neighbors participating in their favorite
pastime or elephant herding possibly
drunken clogging its so hard to tell
sometimes No die only diing causing
my sparse lifde home to vibrate and in
my mind at least shed pieces of its siding
onto die padiway is the diundet diat is
echoing off Caples
I was not expecting this when I
came to Kenvon This is not something
thev warn vou
about on the

Ciunbier until it s far too late Youll find
yourself floating down Middle Padi like
a piece of driftwood taking comfort only
in die fact diat if you get swept into die
Kokosing chores a chance diat a tubing
expedition will find you mondis later
This is significantly unfair to Kenyons
new students We meaning both the
adm in istracion and student body should
have given these kids some warning
or at least a flotation device before die
might skies of Ohio bore down on our
campus
e could have at least warned diem
about the power outages Im writing
diis article in terror saving every other
sentence just in case of a power outage
I have always

to the Harrv
Potter dining
hall This is

dont say Heres
Peirce Hall where
you will huddle in fear
for your lives as the
storm clouds roll in
threatening to drown

where you will
huddle in tear
for your lives

you in a flood of biblical
proportions

tour

dont

They
sav

Heres Peirce

Hall which
some students
liketocompare

managed to

They

live in die

tion of campus
that has for
some reason

or another
remained in
darkness until well after

the rest of
the school

I

would visit my
friends on die
other end of

as the storm
clouds roll in

campus not

threatening to drown you in a flood of
biblical proportions I dont even know
if they say the Harry Potter line anymore
but I wilJ say that Harry Potter would
not be caught dead in Peirce And the
boy grew up in England Hes seen some
damn bad food
All I know is that nobody warns you
about the pure natural havoc that can isit

KAC

sec-

Dedication Weekend

even to use their computers just to bask
in the glow of die screen after a day of

deprivation Theres really not much else
you can do if your power shuts down
during a storm You cant go outside because its raining You cant read because
theres no light You cant even read by
flashlight because if your battery runs
out the boosrevman will eat vou and vouU

scheme to turn the club into a
development But really the plot
isnt particularly important here its
ridiculousness that
the ofTth- ewall
makes Caddyshack so memorable
The cast includes well- known comedians such as Chevy Chase Bill
Murray and Rodney Dangerfield
The anarchic spirit of the writers
and the actors keeps the humor from
a

1
A League of Their Own
900 pm KAC Theater
Set during World War II A
League ofUieir Own is based on the
true story of the first womens professional baseball league The focus
of the film is sisters Dottie Geena
Davis and Kit Lori Petty as they
are trained by former star player
and current alcoholic Jimmy Dugan Tom Hanks who is selected

to manage their team The sisters are
very competitive and Kit grows jealous of the attention Dottie receives
The cast also features Madonna and
Rosie ODonnell among others as
fellow players as well as a hilarious
appearance by Jon Lovitz Director Penny Marshalls ode to these

pioneering ladies is both funny and
touching making for one of the best
sports films in recent memory
Caddyshack

1115 pm KAC Theater
A classic screwball comedy

from 1980 Caddyshack focuses
on the antics of the patrons and
employees of an exclusive country
club The film has two plots The
first revolves around one of the
clubs caddies as he raises money for
grad school and the other is about

be defenseless Its die perfect excuse to do

nothing or die perfect excuse to weep in
horror as you watch your comps paper
flicker off die screen into die void of your
hard drive
Ive barely touched on die actual
rain part of a thunderstorm Sure Ive
hinted at it but I havent really revealed
die tady insidious nature of Ohio rain
Im absolutely sure its different from
standard rain Its malicious It waits Every time I look outside mv room window
dieres litde to no rain It might be cloudy
and it definitely looks like it WILL rain
soon but I figure I have time to make a
sprint for my car This has happened six
times diis year and I have been wrong
every single time As soon as die hinges to
my apartment door creek the sky enipts
By die time I get to my car my clodies
have enough water in diem to flood die
Nile Once I start my car die rain stops I
assume diis happens to everyone which Ls
why die rain starts and stops so frequendy
Ironically if we all never left our homes
we would never osiet wet
I m a senior so at the end of the year
I get to leave Ohio and go home I will
finally be free of diis twisted meteorological system For diose of you remaining here there are only two courses of
action You mast find a way to keep all of
Kenyon indoors at all times preventing
the malicious rain from seeking out targets You could create an Internet- based
community taking classes via allstu and
never being distracted by the fact that
your English professor never blinks It
would be a sort ofUtopian and egalitarian
community of scholars uninfluenced by
physical appearance and precipitation
Or you could buy an umbrella
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Based on the unlikeliest of true
stories Cool Runnings tells the story
of the first Jamaican bobsled team

to compete in the Calgary Winter
Olympics Led by a disgraced trainer
John Candy the team Doug

Gateway Center
558 Coschocton Ave
1

Vernon Oh 43050
Phone
740 392- 6245

Mt

We

email us527pakmaUorg

Summer Distance Challenge

Begins May 29 2006
Join others this summer and stay committed
to your health and fitness

online event which applies the miles that
walkrun daily to a 210- mile course
around the Grand Canyon
Track your progress visually on a map against
others making the same virtual journey
Post comments to motivate friends family
An

you

For information contact Mike at

mikeroadtriplogcom
wwwRoadtripLogcomSDC06htm

grounds he succeeds admirably Cool
Runnings isnt going to change your
life but we dare you not to have fun
watching it

More information on the KAC

Art

1
900 pm KAC Theater
is a

by a

dramatic

and moving tale of redemption
about a small- town Indiana high
school teams run to the state basketball championship Led by the
volatile hard- nosed coach Norman
Dale Gene Hackman with the
assistance of a former star player
turned local drunk Dennis Hopper Blue Velvet a group of undisciplined underdogs come together
and overcome the odds Hoosiers is
a classic feel- good
sports film While that
rather overdone
is
certainly
genre
Hoosiers is one of the best examples
of it Many lesseffilms have tried to
emulate it but few have managed to
triumphoftheunexp-

ected
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imdbcom

Paper Clips will be shown Wednesday n ight at Higley

E Doug Leon Rawle D Lewis
and Malik Yoba isnt taken at all
seriously but they may have a few
surprises in store for Canadian fans
The characters in Cool Runnings
are endearing enough for you to

ihlp anything anywherel

RoadtripM

Hoosiers

true story Hoosiers

VVIiClL

are you going to get it all home

Now how

ever feeling stale Caddyshack is a
run film that youll be quoting for
months after you see it

Another film inspired

t

Bring it to Pak Mail
well pack it box it seal it tape
it ship it and get it there on time and in one piece
And
well save you all the hassle

is simply

Cool Runnings
1115pm KAC Theater

i

Dorm Room Will Hold

root for but the prirtiary focus here
on being silly Director
Jon Turteltaub was trying to make
a simple fun film and on those

pmng

i

Dedication httpwwwkenyon
edu AthleticCenterxml
Paper Clips
Wednesday April 26
Higley Auditorium

1015pm

Paper Clips is an engrossing
and touching documentary about
students at a middle school in rural
Tennessee who decide to collect 6
million paper clips to represent the
6 million victims of the Holocaust
What begins as a unique approach
to educating students about this terrible crime against humanity turns
out to have a profound impact on
the community The students end up
learning a great deal more than they
expected They meet with a group of
Holocaust survivors attract national
media attention and have their lives
forever changed by what begins as a
simple class project
Directors Elliot Berlin and
Joe Fab tell the story of these kids
in a very straightforward fashion
that works well The film in some
ways plays like a news report and
it is never overly melodramatic
The filmmakers trust that the story
is poignant enough without such
trappings and they are correct
Paper Clips is a film that shows a
group of young people learning to
challenge stereotypes and expanding
their view of the world Its a simple
touching little movie about how
such a simple and seemingly silly
gesture can take on a life of its own
and make a difference in a commit
nity Co- sponsored by Hillel
Jason Smith
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Yeah Yeah Yeahs Show their Bones heart and soul
More relevantly Maps was a song
completely atypical of the sound of
Fever to Tell and yet it was by far the
Yeah Yeah Yeahs biggest hit to date
As one can surmise a situation like
this can create quite a dilemma for
any band trying to create their make
or break second album should the
artist stick to their guns and regard
the hit as a lucky fluke or should they
take this opportunity to experiment
and see if their luck will hold
On their new release Show Your
Bones the Yeah Yeah Yeahs opted for
the second choice and made an album
that shares little with its predecessor
While their first album was a carefree

1

named Karen O A year later the
Yeah Yeah Yeahs were introduced to
modern rock radio via the tear- soaked

celebration of scoring a date with
the night this album as with many
second albums contains a sense of
weariness and indignation that only
experience can produce Thats not
to say that this album isnt any fun
Tracks like Honeybear and bonus

sonic balladry of the song Maps
Whether youve heard this song or
not youve certainly heard its ripped
off and pumped full of pop steroids
ugly step- sister Since U Been Gone

Deja Vu are clear throwbacks
to previous efforts and it is impossible
not to want to bob your head to the
indie- shuffle of a song like Mysteries
especially when the guitar breaks free

amazoncom
Show

Yoicr

Bones explores a new direction for die Yeah Yeah Yeahs

BY

PHILLIP MILLER
StafflVriter

In 2003 the Yeah Yeah Yeahs
released their debut album Fever to
Tell an unfiltered mix of noise and

uninhibited energy fronted by a beerguzzling sex goddess provocatively

track

somewhere near the middle
This guitar sound is one of the
first things that one will notice about

the lyrics rarely make much sense
Gold lion gonna tell me where the

the music on this album Guitarist
Nick Zinner seems to have taken
a liking to replacing his trademark
squealing space- laser guitar sound

genuine emotion and most importantly sheer attitude that one could
hardly care less Whether lamenting
a tender lullaby like Dudley with a
lazy drawl or spitting venom on the
Sabbath- like stomper Phenomena
Karen O has that essential quality
that every front woman needs the

for an acoustic campfire sing- along
model as can be heard in the frontporch melancholy of The Sweets and
the defiant Warrior This too is not
necessarily a bad thing and most of the
albums highlights come from Zinner
being able to find a balance between
these two distinct sounds First single
Gold Lion with its glorious Ooh
Oohs urgent guitars and swaggering
drum beat makes you want to pump
your fist in the air and sing along Its

about

a hundred times better than it
should be and twice as catchy
Yet while Zinners guitar blips
bleeps and blasts do much to interest
the ears one can hardly ignore the fact
that the Yeah Yeah Yeahs show still

belongs to singersongwriter Karen
O Purified ofher wild child antics her
passion is free to take center stage and
demand the listeners intrigue While

light

is

they are delivered with such

ability to make the listener believe in
what he or she is singing about even
if it is meaningless
Show Your Bones reaches its
peak in the defeated optimism of the
beautiful Cheated Hearts the true

Mapss breaking heart
sentimentality At its climax Karen
O shouts out Sometimes I think
that Im bigger than the sound and
is answered by a thunderous guitar
riff begging to disagree It is this clash
the conflict between sound and voice
successor to

music and the individual belief and reality that gives the album true tension
and thus true heart and soul Since
U Been Gone at least Ted Leos version is left miles behind

Mark Strand discusses teaching writing writing feelings
StafflVriter

US Poet Laureate Emeritus
Mark Strand visited Kenyon last
week Strand treated his audience
to a reading of poems ranging from
the darkly hilarious to the surreally
descriptive to the wistfully moving
On Friday he read from Blizzard of
One which won the Pulitzer Prize
in 1999 and from his new book
Man and Camel Strands canvases
which he presented thefollowing day
in a slideshow entitled The Lives of
the Poems each contain the drafts of
one of his poems ftom start to finish
complete with cross- outs and visual
sketches Strand currently teaches
at Columbia University In the following excerpt from an interview
conducted Friday morning Strand
discusses the importance ofpoetry and
reflects on teaching creative writing at
the undergraduate level
RACHEL HINTON Kenyon has
such a rich literary tradition So
many poets John Crowe Ransom
James Wright Randall Jarrell are
associated with this institution This
tradition seems to still be alive and
well and it has perhaps become
more democratized recently a
large percentage of the senior projects turned in by English majors
this year were creative works rather
than critical essays I was wondering
if you might comment on how you
think creative writing should be
taught at the undergraduate level
Should students learn a tradition
before focusing on their own work
Can creative writing really be taught
at all

MARK STRAND Well I think
that because creative writing is
taught it can be taught I think
that at the undergraduate level it
cant hurt to take a creative writing

course or two because what creative
writing courses do is allow for a

without feeling that their identity

more aggressive readership That
if youre used to dealing with
poems in process if youre used
to stepping in and saying I think
it would be better if this line were
moved up or this line were moved
down the poem becomes not the
hallowed object it is in an English
course So students become more
questioning and have a less worshipful relationship to what theyre
liable to encounter in books Thats
a good thing
I mean great poets are great
poets because the majority of po
ems they write are very good The

In undergraduate writing
identity does begin to be at stake
I know that no matter how old you
are youll remember the poems you
wrote when you were young whereas you may not remember the papers
you wrote for particular classes The
poems speak for who you are much
more emphatically than any paper
on another writer Your worth is not

is

is at stake

r y

r

1

HINTON

1

BY RACHEL

majority of student poems of
1

course are not goodrit- s
easier
to be aggressive in your criticism
of student poems than of so- called
masterpieces But nevertheless a
workshop can create that air of
interrogation thats important A
program of workshops exclusively
I think is a mistake because youre
dealing with really inferior literature all the time and youre judging
your own writing against what are
bound to be limited student works
I think its preferable to take one or
two creative writing courses but
any more than that might not be
such a good idea Better to spend
ones time reading Dante Milton
Wordsworth Donne or Herbert
and finding out how really great
poems work what they say and
how they say it
Its much different for undergraduate students than for graduate
students Graduate students tend to
have much more at stake in their
writing because theyve already
chosen to be writers Undergraduates are just dabbling they want
to get the feel of what its like to be
a writer So theyre more lfkcly to
experiment and try different things

IK

I

cnglishuiucedu
Mark Strand US Poet Laureate Emeritus
who visited campus last week

calibrated by those English papers
you write it certainly is when youre
writing poems
RH Tell me about your undergraduate experience with creative
writing at Antioch College
MS I took a freshman English class
in which we did a little writing But
I didnt take creative writing
there
was no creative writing class
RH Yes the proliferation of undergraduate creative writing classes
seems like a fairly new thing
MS I think its easier to write a
creative thesis than to do a piece
of serious research which could
account for some of the popularity
Its also harder to judge a creative
thesis for the reason that you can
break someones heart much more
easily if you say their poems or fic

tion are no good than if you say
that about an extended paper they
wrote on Wordsworths Prelude
or something
RH After graduating from Antioch you studied art
MS I studied literature as an undergraduate and then I went to Yale
and studied art
RH What for you is the relationship between visual art and
poetry
MS Well different parts of the
mind are used for each To paint
or make art you need a visual
intelligence its a different order
of conception You need a verbal
intelligence with which to write
So I wasnt able to do both at the
same time because I felt I was being
pulled in two different directions
my mind was being torn apart
Recently they seem to have come
together but the canvases I do now
are really writing although I do step
back once in a while and take a long
view I get a visual sense ofwhat Im
doing But its largely writing
RH Your canvases consist of writing and little sketches
MS I call them doodles
RH They remind me of a section
in your prose book Tlje Monument
in which you intersperse sketches of
clouds with the text
MS Yeah that was funny
RH You served as a professor in
the University of Chicagos Interdisciplinary Committee on Social
Thought you also served as Poet
Laureate of the United States from
1990 to 1991 How does poetry
fit into other disciplines or areas
Perhaps this is a separate question
but what is the role of the poet as a
public figure
MS Well you know the poet
doesnt have a role as a public figure
the poet has a role as a private figure
The poet is someone who articu

lates the private life the inner life
And poetry has a public function
finally that is people who have an
inner life may in the end be better

citizens as a result A nation whose
citizens have rich inner lives is probably going to be a more interesting
nation than one whose citizens have
no inner lives who are visibly escaping their inner lives and trying their
best not to think about whats going
on inside not really processing their
experience And poetry is a way of
processing experience
It also is a way of articulating
what it is that we feel I mean most
Americans dont have a language for
feeling They say I feel good or I
feel bad or wow or gee whiz
but they havent developed the
capacity for articulating shades of
feeling The language of feeling for
most Americans is not nuanced in
the slightest Theres a lot of grunting and moaning but its not real
articulation When you have no
language for saying what you feel
the chances are pretty good that
your feelings are going to be limited
Think of it this way can there be
love without the language of love
To what extent does the language of
love participate in accentuate and
validate the feeling of love
RH When you write are you seeking to express a feeling or do you
come into it with a blank
MS I carry the blank with me I
never know what Im going to say
before I sit down to write And if I
did then writing would be boring
I would just be a secretary to myself
Things change as youre writing
even the meaning of a poem You
can be pursuing one idea and disand
cover no it should be this
you change the direction and the
content of a poem several times
many times in the course of writing
a single poem

Sports 7
Kenyon Softball in three- way tie for third in NCAC
Thursday April 20 2006

BY AMY

THURBER

Stuff Reporter
The Ladies softball team split
with Allegheny this weekend moving them into a three- way tie for third
place in the conference The Ladies
had a difficult time getting their bats
going in game one getting just four
hits in the game Allegheny was able
to score two runs in the third and
an additional run in the seventh to
win

3-

0

Allegheny took the early lead
in game two scoring one run in the
first But the Ladies got a rally going
in the third that proved good enough
to win the game Ashley Morrison
07 and Jenny Glaeser 06 hit a pair

The Kenyon Collegian

of singles to get runners on first and
second Then Megan Sheasby 06
hit a line drive through a hole in
the outfield that allowed one run to
score Next up to the plate Stephanie Hemmingson 08 fouled off five
before she was able to get a hold
of one But that ball would not be
seen again as it easily sailed over the
right center fence Allegheny started
to make a comeback in the fourth

scoring two runs But that was as
close as they would get giving the
Ladies a 4- 3 win
The Ladies had another victory
be
excited about Captain Olivia
to
Tucci 06 was able to return to the
field after an injury suffered during
spring vacation

The day before the

team left for their trip to California
the team was practicing pick- offs
when a throw by the catcher bounced
off the runners helmet and hit Tucci
in the face I saw the throw I saw it
nit the helmet and then bam I was

on the ground I blacked out for
about a second was on the ground
saw a ton of blood and thought I
broke my nose but then I spit and
my two top front teeth came out
said Tucci Over the next couple of
weeks Tucci was seen by a number
of doctors who were able to save her
bottom four teeth and stitch up her
lip but her front two teeth could
not be saved Tucci says her injury
has improved a lot since it first happened My mouth is a lot bettet now

although Im having a considerable
amount of jaw pain I can eat just
about everything now but I just cant
bite into anything and probably will
never be able to bite into an apple or
corn on the cob
Although the injuries have not
completely healed Tucci has gotten a
face mask so that she can play So far
her return to the field is going well
Although I thought returning would
be really trying for me Ive found
that I dont really think about the
injury as much as I thought I would I
guess Im kind of thinking What are
the chances that that would ever happen again really Tuccis return has
surprised many including her family
and teammates who did not think she

would want to return after four root
canals and many days on a liquid diet
But Tucci was determined to take
advantage of het last chance to play
competitive softball and hopes to be
playing in upcoming games

Naked without health insurance Only 66 of private
full- time workers now have
employer- sponsored health
insurance
Get covered now

e- mail
Dennis Thompson at

dennythomsbcglobalnet
or call

toll-

free

86683-

70837

Baseball takes three wins
BY

DONOVAN ORTEGA
Stuff Reporter

The Kenyon Lords baseball
team won three out of four games
last weekend against Allegheny
College in a series that had both
teams fighting for an NCAC
playoff spot The three victories
moved Kenyons record to 2 1 1 1
which matches their recordset- ting
win total from last year and
also places them in firm control

of their playoff destiny With
this series victory Kenyon must

am

Xr

c

I

rod

now sweep a struggling Oberlin
College team next weekend to
be awarded their first NCAC
playofFbid in team history
We had to win this series It
was do or die for both teams so
everyone was excited to compete
said Hugh Guill 08 I thinkthat
when it came down to it though
our pitching fielding and hitting
was superior
The first two games of the

V

series were played on Friday
Kenyon winning both games
handily with scores of 16- 7 and
10- 4 The Lords were led by a

i

rJLB U

spectacular day at the plate from
Jake Calcei 09 who needed just
four at- bats in game one to put
the Lords ahead In Calceis first
three at- bats he ripped a double
a homerun and a triple to right
field later adding a single in his
final at bat to complete the rare
feat
I am just happy that I was
able to do my part in the series

when

so many other guys have
stepped up all year said Calcei
I am just glad that I was able to
step up to the plate in such a big
series
Michael Coe 06 threw 3
complete game and was able to
keep the Allegheny hitters ofFbalance all day scattering 1 2 hits and
giving up seven runs He earned
his fourth victory of the year
Other key contributors to the
victory were Matt Marcinczyk
06 who went 3- for5 at the plate
with 3 RBIs and Blaise Milburn
07 who batted 2- for4 and also
had 3 RBIs
In the second game Calcei
picked up where he left off hammering two home runs in his first
and second at- bats He finished

the double header 6- for8 at
the plate with seven RBIs Brad
Reynolds 07 also played a large

part in the victory as he went
3- for4
with two doubles and
his third home run on the year
The Kenyon scoring attack was
bolstered by a strong pitching
performance from Dan Shelley
07 Shelley gave up just five runs
on four hits
When you get run support
like that it makes it a lot easier
to pitch said Shelley If we
keep crushing the ball we will
be a force to contend with come
playoff time
The Lords will look to keep

their momentum going when
they travel to Oberlin College
on Saturday

that 90 of reported
rapes involve Alcohol use by the
victim or the perpetrator
Did you know
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Ladies lacrosse prepares for game again Denison
BY ALI

KITTLE

Staff Reporter

The womens lacrosse team
led by new Head Coach Jill Bofra
is geared up for Thursdays game
against one of their biggest rivals
Denison University After a long
and occasionally frustrating search
for a coach the team is ready to
become a serious competitive
lacrosse program
On Thursdays match- up
against Denison University the
womens lacrosse team is both excited and nervous excited to play
and anxious to prove themselves
as fierce competitors
Im very
excited Skill- wise were evenly
matched we just need to play our
game start from the beginning by
winning every draw control Most
important is to keep our heads in
the game and play as a cohesive
unit said Amy Zimmerman 08
While the team views every
game as its most important CapSain Kaley Bell 06 said As long
as we keep playing our game its
pretty safe to say that there are
bigger challenges than Denison
but this game is something we
shouldnt ignore
Under the leadership of Boffa the attitude on and off the

field has changed creating a team
hungry for respect and success in
We have
a competitive league
21 girls and one coach who are all
on the same page said Bell The
adjustments began at the most
basic level the idea that a team
wins together and a team loses
together everyone is responsible
There is a lot more responsibility on the field this year Coach
Boffa expects more of us and so
we expect moe of ourselves said
Zimmerman
At the very basic level from
the way the team practices to the
way they approach each game the
Ladies have become more serious
about their sport
Our practices
focus on relevant skills drills that
reflect things from previous games
that we need to improve upon
every practice has a purpose said
Jenny Stern 08 The challenging
atmosphere and the determination to succeed is apparent in
every drill
When we split into the positions were accustomed to playing
were able to work with each other
and because were naturally competitive players were preparing to
compete at all times said Emma
Stendig 09
The biggest improvement this
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Kevin Guckcs

Captain Kaley Bell 06 waits behind the net for the ball

season has been the way that the
team has come together playing as
one team rather than 2 1 individual
players The whole team should

recognized as a unit this is
something we havent been able
be

to say in the past few years said
Bell Along with a more cohesive
organization comes the desire to be
recognized for their hard work
We are more serious about
lacrosse and I know that now were
more concerned about making our

team known and being a presence
on campus Its important to us
this year that were known on and
off the field said Stern
While the change of attitude
starts on the practice field the
Ladies hope that the school will
continue to promote the change
Its time for us to be taken seriously were ready to be taken seriously and Coach has really shown
us what it can be like said Stern
The team hopes not only for ad

ministrative but student support
on the field
We definitely need to get
more fan support Unfortunately
since weve been off the radar
weve been lacking in the fan
department It would absolutely
encourage us more if we knew we
were being supported because
right now we dont feel like we are
said Zimmerman
The ladies will take to the
field today at 430

Seven unanswered goals carry lacrosse to sound victory
BY

DONOVAN ORTEGA
Staff Reporter

The last time Kenyon College
and Wittenberg Universitys lacrosse
teams met the Lords needed an overtime goal from Brad Harvey 06 to
win the closely contested match 8
When the horn sounded for halftime
lost Saturday in a well- attended game
on McBride field and the game was
deadlocked in a 3- 3 tie it looked as
9-

if it would take more last- minute
heroics from the Lords to put the
match away However with what has
become an indelible characteristic of
the Kenyon lacrosse team the Lords
came out of halftime raging compiling six goals in the third quarter
to soundly defeat Wittenberg 10- 3
This season Kenyon has outscored
their opponents 61- 33 in the second

half a commanding advantage that
Head Coach Brendan McWilliams
attributes to how his team prepares
for games
We have put an emphasis as a
team on the importance of the first
possession and first defensive stand

in the third quarter said McWilliams I feel like that emphasis
helps us pull away from teams in the
second halt
The game began with both
teams trading goals as Wittenberg
attacker Cory Windel scored first
quickly followed by a score from
Sean Wheeler 07 who was assisted
by a nice pass from Adam Lucas 07
Lucas would add another assist on
a Devin Catlin 09 goal Wheeler
later tacked on his second goal of the
game to take Kenyon into halftime
It did not take long for Kenyon to
take advantage of their second- half
prowess Luke Larson 07 raced out

of the gates

to score four straight in
the first nine minutes completely
demoralizing the Tigers resolve
Larsons third goal came with 745
left in the third period and had him
racing through the Tigers defense
to receive a great pass from Nate
Pritchard 06 which he handled and
then cleverly threw behind his back
to beat the Wittenberg keeper for
the score The Lords would go on
to add two more goals in the third

period getting one apiece from Harvey and Wheeler Wheeler finished
the game with five points ofT three
goals and two assists impressive stats
that ultimately awarded him North
Coast Athletic Conference player of
the week
Wheeler and Larson played
really well and its nice that a bunch
of guvs are putting up numbers this
year said Adam Kleinman 06 But
what is more important is how well

On-

reserved Kenyon attack that tried
to keep the ball out of Wittenbergs
possession When the Tigers did
have control the Kenyon defense
was content to leave Witts attackers
to flounder on the perimeter making it difficult for Wittenberg to get
oft quality shots When the Tigers
did finally manage to put a shot on
goal keeper Charlie Floeckher 08
thwarted all Witts attempts and
finished the game with 14 saves
This game was a great team
win for us We had players sick and
hurt throughout the week and we
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On-

of players struggling
through some inconsistency in

pm

practice On Saturday in the third
quarter we finally moved past all
that said McWilliams
The victory moves Kenyon
to 1 in the NCAC as they face
Colorado College this Friday at 4

ceremony

1-

We couldnt care less about
the ceremony confessed Kleinman
The KAC is a great facility but all
were worried about is beating the tar
out of Colorado College on Friday

we are playing as a team
The fourth quarter featured a
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The game will be a part of the
Kenyon Athletic Center dedication

had a number
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A Lord takes

a

shot on goal during practice

Tips for Parties

For Host and Guest

Party Guest Tips
1
Be cautious about punch bowls- know what they
contain
2
Subscribe to the buddy system always party with
If
one or more friends and watch out for each other
you leave a party tell soroon wrere you are going
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